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Teaching computer architecture is an interesting challenge for the instructor because the field is in constant flux. What the architect does depends strongly on the devices available, and the devices have been changing every two to three years, with major breakthroughs once or twice a decade. Within the brief life of the first edition of this textbook a whole generation of processor and memory chips were first offered for sale, appeared in popular computers, and then gradually disappeared from the marketplace as their successors took their places. The particular features and strengths of those devices have given way to other features in various new combinations and new relative costs. Design practices are evolving to exploit the new devices for a new generation of machines. And they will evolve again as the next wave of devices appears in the coming years.

What then should be taught to prepare students for what lies ahead? What information win remain important over the technical career of a student, and what information will soon become obsolete, of historical interest only? This text stresses design ideas embodied in many machines and the techniques for evaluating those ideas. The ideas and the evaluation techniques are the principles that will survive. The specific implementations of machines that one might choose in 1995 2000, or 2005 reflect the basic principles described here as applied to the device technology currently prevailing. Effective designs are those that use technology cleverly and achieve balanced, efficient structures matched well to the class of problems they attack. This text stresses the means to achieve balance and efficiency in the context of any device technology.
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Pattern Recognition in Speech and Language Processing (Electrical Engineering & Applied Signal Processing Series)CRC Press, 2003

	Over the last 20 years, approaches to designing speech and language processing algorithms have moved from methods based on linguistics and speech science to data-driven pattern recognition techniques. These techniques have been the focus of intense, fast-moving research and have contributed to significant advances in this field.
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Visual Object Recognition (Synthesis Lectures on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011


	This lecture summarizes the material in a tutorial we gave at AAAI2008 [Grauman and Leibe, 

	2008]1. Our goal is to overview the types of methods that figure most prominently in object 

	recognition research today, in order to give a survey of the concepts, algorithms, and representations 

	that one might use to build a...
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Python 3 for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2009
There are many more people who want to study programming other than aspiring computer scientists with a passing grade in advanced calculus. This guide appeals to your intelligence and ability to solve practical problems, while gently teaching the most recent revision of the programming language Python.

 You can learn solid software...
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BlackBerry Storm 2 Made Simple: For BlackBerry Storm & Storm 2Apress, 2010

	The sleek BlackBerry Storm is more than good looks—it also boasts a number of powerful features, including advanced SurePress typing technology, WiFi access, and video recording capabilities. With BlackBerry Storm 2 Made Simple, you’ll explore all the features and uncover valuable techniques—from emailing and...
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All About Your iPod PhotoO'Reilly, 2004
Apple has recently released the iPod photo, a fourth generation (4G) iPod capable of displaying color photos. With its new enhanced color screen, you can now do more than ever with your iPod--it's no longer just a music player. If you are the proud owner of the new iPod photo you'll be eager to know all the cool things are that you can do with your...
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Cancer Cell Signaling: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2014

	Cancer Cell Signaling: Methods and Protocols, Second Edition brings together the most recent advances in cancer cell signaling knowledge along with recent progress in the development of novel strategies and experimental cell models to study human cancer. Opening with a section on targeting cancer cell metabolism as an anticancer...
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